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School Name:
Address: 301 Platt Blvd

Web Address: https://www.hmc.edu/

Claremont, CA 91711

Admissions Office Phone: 909-6218011
Admissions Office Fax: 909.621.8465

Number of Students: 829
Percent Residential: 90

Tests Required: YES with writing and 2 Subject tests.

Mid 50% ACT:
Mid 50% SAT:

Percent who graduate in 5 years:
Tuition:

  Total residential cost:

Description of School
We're one of the premier engineering, science and mathematics colleges in the United States.    We're also unique
because we are a liberal arts college. Aren't engineering, science and mathematics mutually exclusive of the
liberal arts? Maybe at some places, but not at Harvey Mudd.    We educate engineers, scientists and
mathematicians who become leaders in their fields and have a clear understanding of the impact their work has on
society. That's the big picture.    Mudd offers nine engineering, science and mathematics-based majors, all
grounded in a solid core curriculum that includes a healthy dose of humanities and social science courses. Why?
Because we know that you don't have to sacrifice your interest in music or art (or anything else) to be good
scientists. And because an understanding of history and politics will make us more effective engineers, chemists,
lawyers, doctors and human beings. Add to that all of the hands-on experience we get through our high-level
research projects and through our world-renowned Clinic Program, and we fearless Mudders go into the world
ready for anything.    Not that Mudd's all academics. We're people, too. Longboards get us around campus, the
Honor Code gives us freedom and responsibility, pranks keep us laughing, and parties make us famous. So not
only do we know how to get things done, we know how to have a good time.    And for all of this, we have
Harvey S. Mudd to thank. In the 1950s Mudd, an accomplished mining engineer, wanted to overcome many of
the shortcomings of traditional, narrow technical training of his day. Mudd, and his successors who helped
establish the college, delivered on his vision in a big way. Not only did they understand the world of science, they
understood the people behind it. And today we have Harvey Mudd College, a place created by and for future,
forward thinking scientists.

$74,428  (includes books, fees, etc)

Harvey Mudd College

Admissions Representative:
Email Address: jsantiago@hmc.edu

Jason Santiago


